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Keep Your 
Brain from Capsizing

Canoe: a game plan 
to build cerebral muscle 

Mental gymnastics takes a new twist with Canoe, a strategy board 
game that boasts the ability to boost your brain power.

Canoe sets the mind in motion by creating brain sweat with a vigor-
ous cerebral workout played by two opponents using numbered cubes 
for strategy and scoring. 

The brainchild of Bruce Alsip, a Seattle game inventor, Canoe builds 
brain cells by exercising coordination from both sides of the brain. The 
creative side sees patterns, while the logical side makes quick calcula-
tions. Such precise coordination deviates with each game.

 “Canoe acts like a turbo, energizing neurons and then boosting 
them into overdrive,” Alsip says. “It’s like biting into an energy bar. It 
really energizes the brain and gets the heart beating.”

Physicians Micheal Roizen and Mehmet Oz, of New York Presby-
terian Hospital and authors of You, the Owner’s Manual, claim that “just 
one hour of game-playing per week creates new neuron pathways that 
sharpen the brain.” 

Canoe afi cionado Daniel Rossi, who is penning a book on its tactical 
maneuvers, says, “What makes the game so mentally exhilarating is 
that the more intelligent move might not always be the most intuitive.” 

Researcher Gene D. Cohen, Ph.D., author of The Mature Mind: 
The Positive Power of the Aging Brain, suggests that brain cells actually 
thicken and grow from playing strategy games like Canoe, which trains 
the brain to handle both probability and constantly fl uctuating scenar-
ios and combines the best elements found in chess or backgammon.

“A truly great board game isn’t just for the mind,” Cohen says. “Like 
beautiful art, it should lift the spirit.”

Canoe promises both. To purchase, visit www.canoegame.com or 
call 888-207-2580. Then sit back and enjoy a game that certainly won’t 
leave you “board stiff.” – Catherine Rourke
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